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Preface 

1. Th. first retins of the   International  Working Party on  Indugiai 

Pro^mg Data met  in Vienna from  18  to  27 November 1968 at  the headquarter* 

of  the United  Nations   Industrial   Development  Organization  ((1NID0Ï.     The 

Industrial   Programmi** Lotion of  the   Industrial   Polirei,  and  Programing 

Division  of  MNHX. was   responsible   for  the  OPgdnization  of   thp  ^.^     ^ 

background  of  the  noting and   it,  organization  are  considered  in  the 

Introduction,   which  follow;;. 

?. l'ho working  party  was made up of thirty-three  expert,   from many fielde 

-presenting national   and  sub-regional  organistions,   private organizations, 

and  specialized and affiliated agencies  of the United  Nations.     The  partici- 

pants  are   listed  by  name  and   institutional   affiliation   m  Annex   r. 

3. The  presen,   publication   u,l.ie,  a consideration  of  industrial   program- 

ming data -  concept,   problems  and approaches  (Part   i),   evaluations  of four 
UNIDO work,   proposals   in   this  a reí   ÍP,rt   rr\        j tnio  area  (Part   ri)  and  a  presentation of  the opera- 

tional  guide-lines   followed  by   the working  party   (Part   III).     The workin« 

documents  used at   the  session are   listed   m Annex 2. 

Introduction 

Background  for the  IfNTDO  initiât,, ve 

4. In  196%   the Centre  for   Industrial  Developed  (CID),   predecesor to 

¡'NIDO,   initiated a  research  project   aimed at  the  systematic  collection,   waU- 

»1« «nd  dwsem.natn.n of  useful   data  on  the operational   parameters  describing 

nasic  «ruantLUtive   relat, onshi, ,•   in   industrial   es tab I ishments.     The  P,o|e,t, 

first   referred   to  as  »Parameter  Patterns  for  Indugia!   Programing» and   ,,,ter 

re-,a-:,ed   "Industrial   Progr;immirig  Data»,   was  undert;*er,  with   the  hope   that   a 

broader and more  flexiMo   framework   of data could   he  evolved   to  facilitate 

improvements   m the  data aspects  of  industrial   planning and  programing  m 

the developing countries. 

•). rhup.,   in   176%   the  series  Profiles  of Manufacturing Establish^ • 

initiated,   the  first   two  volumen  of  which  have  b..«n   published.^ At    ,e  sare 

time  that   these  VrnfUes  were getting under way,   a  spechi   effort  was  being 

1/ Volume   I   (rD/:",Eh.É;/4)f   Sales  No.   K.t,7. f I.l\ 17- 
Gales No. K.òc'.M.H.  IVu •>,-r»   : ir',r   of *h  ' 

» )1 ir.i.   , ! 1 ID/^Kh.E/1)), 

—<l        •*'••••* <-•- tablis.hments .n selected  ,ur.»r^--s 
1 ••"-.' 1 v -,t i or, 3r,  »,'0. 

ar:d Prof i 'es 
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made to ewunin« the possibilities for developing detailed input-output data 

suitable for  industrial   programming at both the  project and the sectoral 

levels   in  the developing countries.     An ad  hoc  expert  group meeting waB  con- 

vened   in New  York   from  ')   tn   If  November  l%ri,   in   Konnexion  with  this  aub- 

projoct.i/     Al.3D,   m  those  ^arly yearn,    'TD and   'TN[DC  produced  a complementary 

series   of  ct.udipp   under   the   title   "Studies   in  Economic-   of   industry".     The 

programmine'  data  s.unman es   prepared   f   r   -etient,   natura'   fas-based  nitrogenous 

fertilizers,   al um i inviti,   petroleum  refining  industry,   .-hemieal   industries  and 

.•ome  others,   already   pu Mi shed,^   re pre. ent  examples  of   this   approach,   which 

utw7.es   the   terhmnues   of  techno-economi c   prorpfu.  analysis,   supported   by 

ad  hoc   i*udy materials,   hut   which  differs   from   that  of  conventional   engineer- 

ing manuals.      It  was  this   latter approach   that  was  explored much earlier,   it 

may  be  recai lei,     "  an  Expert  Working Group en   Industrial   Levelopment  Programing 
Al 

Data,   which met   in  New   "ork   in May   ]<M>L.-k/ 

(,. 'Jespite   those  earlier efl'uiL~.   it must  be  said that   industri*'   program- 

ming data  remains  a  little-explored   field  iw   ' *\, ,L*ou.     Many aspects  of 

the desiderata  implied  hy   the  term drew the attention of the  delegates  at   the 

2¡  International    • onnarisone  of interindustry data (ID/3ER.E/2), 

Sales  No.  ol• . I 1. F. 1 4»   has  been  published.     Structure  of material   inputs  in 
manufacturing  m lustries   in  interindustry relations   ( [D/SER.F./Q   is 
scheduled   for  publication   in   1970. 

\/ Studies   in   K    nion, i   s    •{'   Industry:     No.    1.      Vmcn'./n itrof.onous   fer', 11 izers 
based  on  naturai   ¿a.     ' S \' >rV.r.k/'V>),   .-.ile.-,   No.   u(. 1 !,¡!, i; 

Studies   m   Ko or. »i   .•      f   indu, try:     *J..   ,.     Pre-in. estmer. t   data   for   the 
aluminium   indu.' ; r.y   . : .V     •[),•')),   .'.ale;-   No.   M . IJ.c.iO: 

Techniques   -r  •••   t  »sal   "t < • ti> mi L- •   planning;     t'-.e     rurrii'-a.    industries 
(ST/Cli)/| ]),   .'„-.les   "   .   '.(..T F.I'.. 17; 

Thomas   Viet   ris",   "t'io('raniming   lata  summary/   for   'he   "herni.al   industry";   and 
Alan  S     Manno,   "Pr .fr uuTiirig dati,   for   the   pe tro lean,   refining  industry" 
(industrialization   and   Productivity   Hi. I 1 et m , 10,   Sales   No.   òb.Il.B.8); 

Technological   uid  e -on 'nue  aspects  of  establishing  textile  industries   in 
developing countries   ; I !)/ J)   ['M 7; 

Fertilizer Manual   ^M'>  'ID/V/i,   -ales   No.   ü/.lI.B.l. 

/j/ "Kxpert   w.'rkiuf gr   .s     -,   industrial   development  programming data", 
Industrialization   uid  Productivity   bulletin  "jt   Sales  No.   62.II.B.1; 

Data  requirements   for   industry  analysis  and  programming,   by  Thoaa* 
Vietorisz  (Iü/WG.?i/4)   page 93. 
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International Symposium of  Industrial  Development,   Athens,   29 November to 

19 December 1967.    Specifically,   the following recommendations were made:«^ 

"Having regare-   to tne complexity  of the  problems of  programming data 
which calle  for concerted action at  both   the  national  and  international 
levels,   UNIDO should   immediately  explore   .   .   .   the  possibility  of  put- 
ting into  effect  a  "data bank" service,   in  orl^r to  create a permanent 
effective machinery   for systematic  centralization and   exchange  of 
information to  be available  at   the national,   regional   and   international 
levels;   to  thic   end,   UNIDO  should   take  all   necessary  mean u resi  and  steps 
to  ensure  the  best   possible  co-ordination  between   it:'  activities',  and 
those of regional   economic  commuassions,   UNEoOB ami  other regional   and 
internat. í ^-_-^\   .lt,^„.ir   '   nnp  concerned with development.",   ami 

"In  co-operation with   these  organizations,   UNIDO .should  asnut   in 
improving and  rationalizing methods and  rnearu-   for   -ompiling and  eval- 
uating  industrial   programming data for developing countries". 

f, Tt  should   he noted   that   the  UNIDO  activities.;   a ammari zed   in   the  pre- 

ceding paragraphs  comprise  but  one  of  the diversified  attempts   that  have  been 

mad« on the   part  of the  raanj   international,   national   and  private   institutions 

concerned with   industrial   development.     As  these  efforts continue,   it  becomes 

increasingly apparent   that   the solution   to  the  problem   lies  not   in  the  sort 

of  fragmented approach   that  has  been  pursued   in  the  past,   but  rather  through 

co-ordinated,   sustained efforts on  the part of all   the major institutions and 

individuale  concerned with   industrial   development  programming.     The first 

•••Dion of  the   International   Working Party  on   Industrial   Programming Data was 

thus designed as  a first   tent  of an   idea  for an   'nter-institutìonal   task,   force 

charged with defining and  seeking solutions  for  the  complex  of  problems 

involved in  industrial   programming data and to promote and co-ordinate  the 

many different  programmes  in this field. 

»ftftjcipantB 

6. In accordance with the atrategy recommended at the Athens Sympoaivmi 

(••• paragraph 6 above),  the first  session «as designed to operate primarily 

at an interregional  level.     Invitations were thus sent to the relevant agen- 

cies of the United Nations and were accepted by the Economic Commission  for 

Africa (EGA),   the Economic Commission for Asia and  the Par East  (ECAPE),   the 

Economic Commisssion for Europe (EOE),   the United Nations Economic and Social 

Affairs 01 fice  in Beirut  (UWESOB),   the United  nations Statistical  Office and 

the  International  Bank  for Reconstruction and  Develop    nt  (IBRD).     In addition, 

a tWTDO field adviser attached to   the office of  the  Economic  Commission  for 

Latin America (BOLA)  in  Mexico joined the UN component. 

5/ Heport of the  International Sympotiisi on Industrial Development. (held in 
Atnene ¿9 Hove»ber-l9 ^0-^1^71»/»).  P*è• 91 »*<* jg. 
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9.   Will« the international eleiMnt of industrial programming data deserves 

attention in general terns, it was considered advisable, fro« the standpoint 

of the working party, to accord priority to the programmes aimed at strengthening 

or establishing comparable programming data systems within the regional or 

sub-regional groupe of countries.  To this end, pre-sessional field study 

missions were sent to the East African and the Central American sub-regions 

for the purpose of locating and conf.rr.n.. with key pcr30nnel who wv%  ,jp 

would be particularly active in the subject matters to be considered by the 

working party.  As a partial result of the „-„tacts established by these 

missions, officers from the East African Community, the East African Develop- 

ment Bank, and the National Council for Economic Planning and Co-ordination of 

El Salvador participated in the first session.  In addit.on, a preliminary 

network of interested persons and organizations was established as a basis for 

a gradually evolving body of i.nter-mstitut Lonal task force. 

10. With x view to keeping in sight the problems and needs of the indivi- 

dual developing nountries, invitations were extended to a limited number of 

them.  The representatives from three such countries, El Salvador, Iran and 

Malaysia, constituted the country component for the first sersion. 

11. In addition, some of the spechi consultants who had been assisting 

UNIDO on related technical subjects participated m the session.  Invitations 

were also extended to private consulting firms and universities that chowed 

particularly strong interest in the agenda of the sesoion.  Altogether, four- 

teen persons from six such organizations joined the working party, mostly on 

a voluntary bar. in, constituting a consultant component for the session.  UNIDO 

and other members of the working party owe them special thanks for their gen- 

erous and active contributions to the discussions. 

12. The list of participants is attached to this report as Annex 1. 

13. The session was opened on 18 November \%H  with an introductory statuent 

by Mr. Francois Le Quay, Director of the Industrial Policies and Programm 

Division of UNIDO, who briefed the participants on the activities of UNIDO 

that had led to the development of the working party.  The hope was express«! 

that the participants would not consider themselves merely as among thoee 

attending a conference or seminar but rather as the nucleus of . continuing 

forum that could function ae ¿n acUve task force for promoting new effort. 

and co-ordinating existing activities in the field of Industrial P~vfl «•« 
data. 
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•1laiion of discussions 

14. Three chairan »er« tltottd to lead UM discuasios* ia rot.tioai 

isttr Shapour Shaheen,   Peter P.  "..  ÄcLoughlin «ad Ricardo Flores-Cena. 

15. It wa8 noted that  the outcome of the deliberations,   that  is,   the  final 

eu«gestions and  reeommendations  of the working party,   should be addressed not 

only to UNIDO,  which had taken the  initiative   in preparing for the session, 

but  also  to each   individual   participant,   since  he wiil   find  them  relevant  to 

Ms  own current  and  future area of competence  and responsibility.     Thus,   it 

was agreed  that  UNIDO was  to act  during  the  session  primarily as  one of'the 

participants,  and  only as an  operational   necessity as   the  secretariat  of  the 

••ssion.    Many participants  felt   that  the conventional   formalities  required 

for completing an official   report  agreeable to  every participant  before  the 

closing of the  session  should be  avoided so as   to allow more  time  for consid- 

eration of  the  substantive agenda  of  the  session.     Accordingly,   a draft   report 

»as  prepared after  the  session and   then  circulated  to each  of  the  participante 

for comments and   revisions.     This   final   report   provides a synthesis  of v.ews 

a«  finalized through  the post-sessional   communication. 

16. The diBcussions during the  earlier part  of the session were devoted  to 

problem-setting:     What  are   industrial   programming data?    Where are  the data 

gaps?    What  can  be accomplished  by   the working  party   to  fill   these gaps? 

The deliberations  on  these general   basic   issues   immediately  revealed not  only 

the vastly complex  nature of  industrial   programming data,   but ahu,  the  diverse 

preparations of  the  participants,   as different   participants  reacted  m différ- 

ant  ways,   reflecting  their different  backgrounds  and  the different   types  of 

responsibilities   that  they  had within  their respective organizations. 

17. After a careful  .«arch  for ways  to  define  clearly  the  nature of indus- 

trial programing data  in general,   the working party decided  to consider  in 

aetail  the specific  work  proposals  submitted  by  UNIDO to  the  first  session,   in 

the hop« that such • procedure would help to clarify  the over-all   problem area. 

18. It was noted that  it was unfortunate,  although entirely understandable 
at  this early point,   that UMIDO was  the only participant  to subait  specific 

»rojact proposals   to the session.     Hopes were voiced that  future sessions 

would be based on  problea-definitions and projects as submitted by many other 

participants,   thereby  leading to a better balance  in the developaent of  the 

working party's concept.    Two and a half days were devoted to discussing three 

of the UMIDO proposals  in plenary ••«tinge:    naswjly,  (a) Profiles of 

IhmfacturUg Istablishswmt«.  (b) Profile« of Pre-inveet—nt  Industrial 

tEÜÍSllt «J* (c) the Industry Fila Syst—.    The working party was divided 
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into the three following sub-groups, each of which endeavoured to summarise 

the position of the working party regarding the three projects. 

19* Sub-group on the Profiles of Manufacturing Establishments: R. Ernst, 

P. .Joe-Adigwe, :. KeHta, S. ,r>whan, Lee Jong Ki, H. Koesoemo, J. Ligthart, 

M.   Murray,  0.   Ne ,d n-ter,   \   Richter,   .r.   Ritter  and T.   Ji.w.     Mr.   Murray  served 

as  the gr>uf   rappTie. ir. 

;'0,       J'Jt>-fn-oiit)  on   the  Profiles  uf Pre-investment   Industrial   Proieots: 

J.   Lewis,   P.   K.   M.   MeLoughlin,   !.   Stokke,   K.   Vyasulu,   R.   wjgtedt,   M.   Usui  and 

K.   2eitler.     Mr.     '¡va   served   is   the   rapporteur   Tor   this  group. 

,'1,       Sut^roup   m   the   Industry   File  System:     V.   R.   K.   Hntton,   H.   Flores-Cena, 

I).   Mwirana,   A.   S.   Jhiheen,   0.   3pecht,   J.   3pi.|kermari  and  R.   p.   Stobaugh. 

Mr.   Hrittori  acted  an   the  rapporteur  for  thin  group.^ 

.:. The di.;-,.!!-! ••„., -; the fourth UNIDO project, "imo Profiler of Industrial 

Project Implementati ,n. took place in plenary meetings only. No subgroup was 

formed   to consider   it. 

: 3.       Mu-h  time  w,s  devoted  to  a genera]   re-assessment   of  the  views  expressed 

on  each  ,.f the   .i(e-,f!o   projects  find  proposal«   ,nd,   at   the same  time,   to  further 

clarification    if   th-   problems   and   issues   of  industrial   programming data.     Sec- 

tion  I  of Uuc   report   INDUSTRIAL  PROGRAMM IMG  DATA  -  CONCEPT,  PROBLEM?,  AND 

APTR0ACHE3,   rof!e--t::   »he  dis«" ,sa ions  held   m   b >th   stages  of  the  sess-on   in a 

consolidated   rashi ,n.     Section   II,   EVALUATION  OK THE POUR  UNIDO  WORK   PROPOSALS, 

provides a ounsolid , ted summary  of both   the  preliminary   reports  of  the  SUD- 

groupn  and   the   t 1 e : ,.ry  debates   and conclusions  of  the working party   as  a whole. 

."4.       The   -aneUding deliberations   t »uched  on   the  possibilities  for  future  pro- 

grammes   that  w-jld   fall   within  the  purview of  the  working party.     The  hope was 

expressed  that   the  working party  would  adopt   a  substained  flexible  organiza- 

tional   structure   th.t   would enable   it   to  function  both  as  a trouble-shooting 

tank  force  and  as   a  workshop carrier   m  response   to  specific  needs  .and  problems 

envisaged  in  individual   countries,   regions  or  participating organizations. 

Part   III  nf this   report,  OPERATIONAL GUIDE-LINES  TOR T1ÛS WORKING PAfiTY,   recap- 

itulates  the hopes  and opinions expressed on this matter. 

6/   On  _     November  the  Director of the Systems Engineering Department,   I« 
Austria    presented a talk on th. technical  data-processing possibility« 
for the    nduetry File System or other activitie. of the data-bmnk typm. 
llustretion. were given of the application of the im/}60 General 

Information System (GTS)  to such a problem. 
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»and docu—nie 

2%       Many of the participant»  in the first  se.sion had been contacted aa a 

result  of the pre-scssional  missions mentioned above.     At  an early  ata*e  in 

the  preparation  for  the   first   session,   some  participants  were  briefed  by  a 

draft  version of  the  Aide-Mémoire entitled  «An  introductory  .ote  on   the  UNIDO 

activities  relatin*  to   improvement   of   industrial   programming data  systems  at 

both  national   and multinational   lévela»  ( 1 «,   November   l,t,f).     Th u5  Aide-Mémoire 

»a.  later re-written  with  specific  reference   to  the   first   session  of  the 

International   Working Party  on   Industrial   Pro*•in*  Data   md  widely   circula- 

ted as   ID/HG.?5/l,   PURPOSE,   SCOPE,  OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK  AND PROVISIONAL 

AOBMDA.     This document  and  several   others  were  submitted  for pre-nessional   ,md 

in-sessional   reference  an*   are   listed   in Annex   [I   to   thin   report. 

26.        In addition  to  the  UNIDO documents  (those with   rp/WG  s,mbols),   there  were 

a number of contributions  from  both participants and  non-participatin* contacts. 

Theee are also listed  in Annex ,'• but were  intended only  for the use of the 

working party. 
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CHAPTER I    INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMING DATA - CONCEPT. 
PROBLEMS AND APPROACHES 

2?.       The working party first addressed  itself  to the  task of defining the 

basic  issues  at hand;   namely,  what are  industrial  programming data?    Where 

are the  gaps   that  call   for   particular attention?    What  kinds of new approaches 

should  be  initiated,   and  how?     Each of   these  had been outlined  in  the 

Aide-Mémoire   (ID/WG.?3/1,   pages  4-6).     The  participants  in  the  first  session, 

coming  from a  variety of  institutions and  having different   profesional   back- 

grounds,   spent  some  time  considering these  general  questions  so as   to  bring 

the issue  into  focus  in both conceptual   and   practical   terms.     Deliberation on 

this matter  extended  over  the  period  prior  to   the evaluation of  the  specific 

UNIDO work  proposals and  a^ain after the  debates on  them had  been  concluded. 

The  following report  summarizes  the key points  of clarification as   they  emerged 

in the  session,   although it  does not necessarily reflect the exact   time order 

in which  the  discussion evolved. 

Definition  of problems 

?B.      The working party was of the opinion that  the term '''industrial  planning 

and programming" covers a  broad range of activities,   including,  among other 

things,   the  evaluation of  industrial development  potentials,   trie  identification 

of industrial   investment  opportunities,   the   preparation and  evaluation  of  fea- 

sible  investment  projects,   the  determination  of targets,   priorities  and  policy 

measures  normally referred   to  as  '•industrial   development  plans"  (no  matter 

whether  formally documented   or not).    The  term  "industrial   programming data" 

should  thc-efor*  be  defined   in  similar breadth   to  delude  the data require- 

ments  for ministerial   discussion of resource  allocation at  one end  and  the 

practical   requirements   for  placing a productive   facility  ln  operation at   the 

other.     Although,   m  practice,   the activities  of different   institutions  and 

their  personnel   involved  in  any of the various   stages  of industrial  planning 

and programming take  place  simultaneously,   the  working party noted  the  impor- 

tance of identifying the distinct  stages of  planning and decision-making for 

the setting of  problems  in  concrete working terms. 

?9.      As  an  example of the  complexity of data needs  for  just  one stage of 

project  preparation,   it was   pointed out that  a good pre-investment  study on 

an industrial  project  should  be supported by the following four sets of data: 

-    Data on the national   (or regional)   characteristics of the economic, 

xeCìo basted;1Cal COndÌtl0nB  in the — Where *he *ivn proie^ 
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"   Î!Î! +
0ntî\ Curr!"t Citions and potentials of the sector (or 

industrial  branch)  of which the given project is  to be a parir 

-    Data on the  technologically feasible possibilities of production 

Poses';reVeal   the alternatlVes  —labl« 'or  project'deslgn^ng' 

"    ^ÍAM/Í*  
S

+
PHC1f1C ?etallG  °f  the  Partlcul^ Plant   found most suitable  for the  local  conditions. 

30.       Different   institutions  accord varying  priorities  to  these   four  sets  of 

informational  co-ordinates  in response  to  their own needs.     In  this connexion, 

some participants  noted   that  those who  make  decisions on  the maoroeconomic  or' 

regional-economic  levels  might  be more  often  concerned with the  problem of 

infrastructural  requisites   for  industrial  development or  harmonious develop- 

ment of different  sectors  of  the economy  than  with the problem of individual 

project  designs.     Decision-making at  the   level   of development  banks an«!  corpo- 

rations,   industrial   programming offices  of national   planning agencies .and   the 

like,   on the other hand,   should not  fail   to  grasp  the  interacting factors 

between different  specific  projects and sectoral  plans.     Individual  investors 

or entrepreneurs  are  also  concerned with mcroeconomic trends  and developments 

touching upon their own and related sectors.     In addition,   however,  they and 

their financiers will   be keenly interested  in  data on specific plants and on 

their supplying industries and markets. 

31.       Such decision-making requires data that  have been collected and tailored 

for this purpose.     The quantity of ad hoc information required in every 

instance to make a decision should never be underestimated.     It was pointed 

out,  however,  that a considerable part of the  information-seeking activity 

for each new project  could be and should be routinized.    A salient example 

would be the national   statistical machinery that  is specialized  to provide a 

continuous flow of basic  information that  can be used for a variety of pur- 

poses on a variety of occasions.    Although different  institutions employ 

different formats in which to collect and organize the information necessary 

for their daily tasks,   it is likely that a significant part of such informa- 

tion is either commonly useful or exchangeable  for better synopsis among the 
di fferent inst i tut i ons. 

32. Bearing in mind the complexity and diversity of the various activities 

that might involve the use of industrial programming data, the working party 

endeavoured to answer the question, »What is specifically the body of indus- 

trial programming data,   that can best be handled by inter-institutional 
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machinery such as the working party?" It was lu^tittd that auch a body of 

information should be: 

- Generally useful for a broad range of industrial planning and 
programming purposes; 

- Amenable to efficient collection and effective distribution by 
a central (or polycentric) source; and, at the same time, 

- Justifiable in terms of the benefits-coat balance. 

Nature of the "data ¿cap" 

33.  Each institution, establishment or project has, in its own socio- 

political environment, a large number of data requirements, some of which are 

more, and others less, peculiar to its own operational requirements.  In pre- 

paring a synopsis of the types of data most frequently needed as against the 

types of data currently available, a clear distinction should be made, it was 

suggested, between: 

(a) Gaps resulting from delayed implementation of existing 
programmes, and 

(b) Gaps attributable to differences in the background experiences 
of the users of currently available data programmes. 

It would also be advisable to distinguish between: 

(a) Needs arising from national and regional differences in stages 
of industrial development, and 

(b) Needs that have some logical claim to appropriate treatment 
at an interregional level. 

34.  It would obviously be fruitless to concentrate on an international data 

programme that would service only the least common denominator of a wi.i, range 

of vaguely defined needs.  However, the action programme of the working party 

should be developed on a flexible, field-bound basis, each of its projects 

being designed to meet a well-identified set of requirements. 

3%  A number of participants noted that the national statistical programmes, 

as guided by the United Nations Statistical Commission, reflects and provides 

the broadest and, in many ways, the most essential information for general 

economic and industrial planning purposes.  However, it is well recognized 

that, in many developing countries, the existing, and even the projected, 

statistical systems are far from adequate. Although improvements are being 

made, they generally involve a slow and costly course of action. Apart from 

the problem of gradual improvement of national statistical programmes, there 
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i. m eMo«. »-d for »am nnlmmiiry d.f .y.t— th.t omn fill th. ^ 

between what  i. availabl. fro« th. current national .tati.tical programme, and 

•hat is required for present-day planning and programming activities,     rt was 

•1.0 noted  that  induBtry statistics,   in  the  conventional   sense,   are as  a rule 

«««relation-oriented,   partly  owing to disclosure  problems,   partly  because  the 

prototype  systems were  developed  in  relatively   industrialized  countries  for 

the needs of  the first generation of planners after the Second World War» 

•nd partly  because of  the  conventional   recourse  to administrative  records  or 

tho.e of enterprises,  which require stochastic  treatment,   and  the   like. 

36.       Some  participants were of the opinion that  the data requirements for 

industrial   planning and  programming,   in  the  broad sense,  arise  to  bridge th. 

area between macroeconomic  planning and microeconomie programming.     Por so- 

called "sectoral" planning purposes,   there  is very little  in  existing data 

«y.temß  that  can help planners to handle  their economic calculations at a 

level  only a few steps  removed from individual   industrial  plants.     On the 

other hand,   the evaluation of a given pre-investment  project  and  the program 

»in« of its  implementation should be supported  by an adequate  flow of 

information relating to other industries and projects and to   the condition, 

•nd potentials of over-all  sectoral  and regional  economies. 

37.       In connexion with this  task,  which  is often associated with that of 

reconciliation between macroscopic and macroscopic tools of analysis,  attention 

-as paid to  the fact that,   instead of trying to analyse and  summarise plant- 

l.vel  engineering information directly, many economists had attempted to 

perform indirect statistical  estimates or  to develop short-cuts of one kind 

or another.     "It  is of course true that  incorporating the  level  of detail 

«countered   in engineering re <orts  into the  broader industrial  development 

studies would constitute a task completely out  of proportion with the resource, 

typically available for such studies.    Nevertheless,   it  is evident  that the 

statistical   approach is more  instructive viewing the past  than for deciding 

•bout the future;  and that none of the short-cuts that have  been suggests by 

•oonomists  for getting around the need for summarizing and representing the 

r.l.vant production relationships have giv.n satisfactory results."^ 

38.      At the  level of ..ctoral  indu.trial  .tudie», lomewhat detailed consid- 

erations of product mix,   procès, character i.tic,  fixed costs,  overhead for 

2/   Quotation fro«:    Thomas Vi.tori.«, »V*%m requirements for indu.trial 
•«•ly.i. *nd procr—d**",  ID/HC.23/4 (15 February 1966),  pa«. 77. 
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oeaplMMntary plant« and other technical specification« «hould underly the 

over-all economic calculations. A techno-economic analysis and programming 

of a sector, to be linked closely to the task of preparing and evaluating 

individual specific investment projets, can be an extremely complex task. 

The necessary empirical reference materials for such a task are yet far from 

be in* sufficient.  rt was noted i.  vt the exploratory efforts made in thi« 

field thus far, should he further substantiated.-^ 

39.  To that end, one possibly useful approach would be to assemble compa- 

rable information reflecting the experiences gained in different countries 

and regions. The possible transfer utility of what might be called "inter- 

country reference data" requires a very careful assessment.  The goal of such 

reference riata systems, it must be understood, is not to create "instant 

experts"; rather, it should be generally considered as but one of the skill« 

and tools required for daily use of experts, thus permitting a depersonalized 

diffusion and exchange of knowledge and experience. 

40.  Apart from the general discussions cited above, concrete examples were 

given of the kinds of data that must be developed to facilitate decision- 

making activities at different levels in the programing procer.  Kor example, 

at the project Level, where feasibility studies are looked upon -,s major 

decision bases for investors, particular emphasis was laid on up-to-date 

market data on the raw material supply as well as on the demand for products, 

which normally provi les the point of departure for project programming.  In a 

similar context, attention was also called to a possibly useful "reference- 

data" approach by providing models of industrial projects that would elicit 

the minimum feasible capacities for various types of production process.  Such 

models of minimum feasible capacities might be useful for development banks 

and similar institutions in evaluating industrial feasibility studies and 

project offers. 

41.  At the level of development institutions, which are typically concerned 

wijh the interdependence among several industrial projects and between a given 

group of projects and the rest of the industrial sector, a sensible approach 

to reference programming lata could be, some participants suggested, to elab- 

orate a complete arid u -ail od chart of ln,iustry chains (or treeg) fQr e&ch 

8/  It was note! that some of the UNIDO proposals such as the Profiles of 

garutacturing Establishments and the Profile» of Pre-investment Tndu.tfiai 

:f°Ject^ ha'' very much to do with thi« particular held. See Part ÌÌ  of 
is rcper+ 
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tjrp. of major rm  material, M might be obeerre« i„ . (hypothetical) fully 

induatnaUzed economy.  In such « chart, information could be given on 

available minimum capacities for each individual process, which in turn could 

be mosaicked in order to study demand-supply gaps on the over-all sectoral 

levi. Such a reference data scheme, when utilized in comparan with an up- 

to-date catalog of existing industrial factories and pro,ects in each country, 

could be of great help for the programing work at the macroeconomic level, 

where the chief concern 1S the optimal structuring of industrial development.^ 

42.  While the inter-country reference data approach, as construed along these 

line«, would provide some guidance for certain phases of industrial program- 

ming emphasis was laid, at the same time, on the "indigenous aspect of the 

data gap, which some participants described m terms of the problem of routine 

communication among different institutions involved in the local machinery for 

industrial planning and programming. Attention was called, in particular, to 

the need for a system of informational input-output feedbacks.  An example was 

presented with reference to the existing industrial development system in one 

developing country.  It consists of:  (a) an Industrial Development Council 

(co-ordination of the activities within the system), (b) a Ministry of Economy 

(administration of policy measures), (c) an Industrial Development Institute 

(financing and project preparation and evaluation), (d) a Research and 

Development Institute (basic and applied technological research, development 

of natural resources and programming data processing), (e) an Export Promotion 

Centre (market studies and export promotion), (f) a Ministry of Agriculture 

(development of agricultural raw materials), (g) a Central Reserve Bank 

(monetary policy measures), (h) industrial associations and (i) industrial 

fir«.. This example revealed a vast area that requires further exploration 

concerning effective devices for regulating the flow of information between 

the different components of the total system, including private enterpriae, 

M ueers of the services of these component operating units. 

2/ Joe» participants doubted the practical possibility of drawing up a 
hypothetical set of industry trees that would be complete enough to meet 
the needs of every different country and to encompass all of the possibly 
important variabilities arising from changing technologies. As regarda 

ÎÎL00^*"*1011*1 ^P»»*-0«*!«* framework, it was pointed out that SOM M« 
»lad of oompilatory techniques should be developed in order to «s tabi i sa 
•• unambiguous working linkage between this broad statistical lj 
sad plant-level or process-level technological information. 
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43. It — woofliiMd that, in ti* fac. of th. mt compi.« of d.i. i^uir- 

•"*' f0r indu8tri»1 Programing,  th. key wM not BO much the giving of . 
precise definition to each cf the  poBsible elements of the data gap,  but 

rather to be conscious of the  inability of the available approaches to fulfil 
•ome of the  important data requirements. 

44. It war  suggested that one reasonable approach would be  to weigh thos. 

programming data needs  that  are  being met by ad hoc studies and expertise 

s.rvices against  those being served by continuing,   'ong-term programmes. 

Although programmmg data are no  more thai, a tool   for programming,   this tool 

.hould lend   itself to a depersonalized,   institutionalized,   sometimes even . 

routini«.«!,   development.    The  latter approach  immediately points  to the ne.d 

for co-ordination among the daily efforts of the various national,  as well a. 

international,   institutions  concerned with  industrial  development. 

45.      As pointed out  in  the Aide-Mémoire  (iü/WJ.?3/l),   there seems to be v.ry 

little co-ordination with regard  to  the numerous ad hoc industrial  surveys, 

prs-investment  studie, and  eatablishment-level   case studies undertaken by  ' 

different  instituions.     Provision  is seldom made  for utilizing the valuable 

information  contained  in these specific studies  to develop a conerent stock 

of programming data sources   for more general   purposes.    Thus,   industrial 

kiries of a more or less  similar scope arc  seen to  be repeatedly conduct.d 

on different  occasions  by different  people;   business  enterprises,   being th, 

primary economic  entities and hence  the principal  sources of information,  .11 

too often suffer  from an overload of questionnaires. 

46.      The »librarian» or »cataloguing» approach to  improving information avail- 

ability is one approach;   the  screening of collected materials  into pre-di*..t.d 

forms useful   for a given set  of interests  is another.     Modern advanced informa- 

tion media -  books,   periodical,,   mimeographed material,   letters,   ssminar. 

conferences,   and  the like,   although they have  been accompanied by an incr.a.in« 

•ffort of cataloguing and  indexing,   still  appear to  leave much information 

inaccessible  from the standpoint of tie absorptive capacity of the  individuai 

user.    One participant spoke of the  present-day »jungle» of development 

information as an  environment only  barely more  hospitable than th. »d.s.rt» of 

twnty years ago.     It is obviously necessary to distinguish th. primary 

information from th. s.condary information contain^ in .ach of th.s. ind.x.4 

documents.    Th. distinction ooncrn. wh.th.r or not a particular bit of 
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action reprit, a direct oblation en . facW ^ 
- -ch to different ^. of proce..i»g «a interpretation,  „. 

th. requirent« at hand.    ^(  for example,  the return, of individual 

..t.bli.hments for an  industrial  inquiry may be considered,   for some p^... 

- pnmary data when spared with d*ta derived fro• a glven ^e,atlon or 

averaging procedures.     Per some other purposes,  even  the  latter may be con. 

.id.red as primary when compare.,   for example,  with articles 3n productlon 

trends and productivity written on the  bas,s of 8uch data. 

47.       The recognition of an »approach gap» such a,  that  implied above would 

lead one step beyond normal  cataloging activaty to  the  identification of 

the relatively primary elements of information needs  that  can be m or le„ 

dually useful  for various phases of  industrial  program*.    The choice among 

potentially sensible primary elements  is wide open and can only be „ade on a 

pragmatic basis,  having due regard to  the possible cost-benefit  balance.     It 
~ .«reed that there WM n.ed fw ^.^  ^^ ^.^ ^ ^ ^ 

48.       It was emphasised by many participants that the design of specific 

projoot. to del with industrial programming data should follow specified 
guide-lines.    That is,   a sensible project should: 

(a)    üiríí •Poutini««i
/Procedure of co-operative accumulation of 

opposed to ad hoc searches  for once-only uses; 

(¥)    ÌLZZH*  ï°",W,
l
0n "» "»-bi«•« delimitation of the relevant •poctru« of users to ensure effective uses; •i.vani 

(0)    0tÍÍI!*\í
ÍndÍVÍdUml UMr"  t0 P^ioipat. in the sustained, 

K^ ILr"0""0" 0f th* •"^ by eontributing relevant 4ata fro.  their own source, to the central di.H-inating ageM, 

^bll"h \Pp*-«P*cifi»d format which will en.ur. standardisation 
»P to a critical,  collectively determined point but wnToWn 
•Ho« for u..r-ori.nt.d -deepening« in ordir to cope wîth X¿ 

taTsa«^ timí " *** immdi^U oonUxi oT application;  and,  at 

<#)    rÌ^rn-^ttìn:#lÌl**ì •Bd •W•**" * -king us. of periodic re assessment for gradual up-grading. ^ 

#.      It wa. agraad that the above g.».Pal principle. 0P gu^..^.. ihould( 

mt tme same time, be applied in formulating the operational and organi latioanl 
•flattai M of ta* MH*HU __-*_ JA *~ •trmtaglee of the working mart, itself 



<**""» "     EVALUATION OF THE FOUR UMIDO WPMC PTIOFOSALfl 

50.       Fbur specific work proposals were submitted  to  the first session, 

primarily for the purpose of providing an   indication of the relevant arut 

of interest and  the project  prototypes to  be considered in setting up guide- 

lines for the  future programme of the  international  working party.     The four 

proposals were: 

(a)    Profiles of Manufacturing Establishments: 

- Evaluation of the working uses of this continuing UWIDO pro- 
ject and the possibility of extending this series of reference 
data on manufacturing establishments; 

(•)    Profiles of Pre-investment  Industrial  Projects: 

- Examination  of the possibilities of developing a standardise« 
technique and  effective   institutional   arrangements for a sus- 
tained  and   systematic compilation of the  techno-economic 
industrial   project   reports  in a form complementary to the 
Profiles  of Manufacturing  Establishments; 

(*)    Industry File System: 

' - Examination of the  feasibility of establishing a data-bank 
type of operation that would provide a continually up-datad, 
reasonably  comprehensive   list of both existing and  proposed 
industrial   establishments; 

(*)    Ti"» Profiles  of  Industrial  Project  Implementation: 

- Examination  of the   framework of data collection  to  ne used 
for a series of case studies on  industrial   project  imple- 
mentation  that would  help   to  identify   typical   bottlenecks 
or trouble  spots that retard the construction and  operation 
of individual   industrial   projects. 

Ik* first and  fourth of these   projects are  al ready being carried out by UMIDO 

under its regular programme of work,   and  the other two represent proposals 

that UNIDO has  been exploring  for  implementation  in  the  near  future. 

51.       Altnough each of these  four projects   is  intended  to meet certain real 

needs  in developing countries,   it was repeatedly pointed out  that  the presen- 

tation of those proposals by UNIDO at  the  session was not  intended to suggest 

any  particular priority   to be  accorded to  them in deliberations of the working 

party on  possibly recomendable approaches and projects.     All   participants had 

been urged,   prior to the  session as well as  during it,   to  submit  specific  pro- 

ject  proposals  that were  under consideration within their own organizations. 

It was admitted,  however,   that  the pre-sessional   schedule of work did not allow 

adequate preparation of  such proposals by moat participants.     Consequently, 
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* it. fir.t ~..io*f tk. ^^ tmr%y d#cid#d to àmliìtmu upon the IJIIDO 

propeaal.,  on. by on., with a vi.w te clarifyxng th. k.y  188Uee of  lndu.irial 

•rogra-ing data with reference   to these particular examples, as well  a« to 

««kin« specific recommendations  regarding the   projects themselves. 

52. The debates on   the   four specific   proposals  took  place  in  three  stag.«, 

first,  a preliminary  exchange of views;   secondly,   further detailed  evaluation 

by the three  sub-groups  formed  for the   respective  three proposals;-^/ and a 

concluding re-evaluation  at  the  plenary   session  in  the  light of draft  reports 

of the sub-groups.     The  following  summary report  provides  a synthesis of th. 

sporte of the  sub-group.,  and  the   fmal   plenary  appraisal. 

Profiles of Manufacturing Establishments 

53. The working party was   informed of  the development and current  status of 

this major UNIDO project.     The  first volume  in  the series Profiles of 

Manufacturing Establishments was  published in   I967  ( ID/SER. E/4 ),  and the  second 

*olum.  in  1968  (ID/SER.EA).     Thes, two  volumes,  which contain some  460  example. 

drawn from ertabLishments   in FWe,  India,   Israel,  Japan and Yugoslavia,  wer. 

considered the output  of the first phase of the project.     Preparation,  are being 

•«d. for the third and fourth volumes of the  series,   which would   include  studies 

Of establishments in Austria,  El   Salvador,  the  Federal  Republu: of Germany, 

Mexico,   the United Republic  of Tanzania,   Uganda and Zambia.     Negotiations were 

taking place  m several   other countries   for further extension of the series. 

54.      The  purpose and  technical   features of the  series were explained  in  the 

Introduction  to th.  first  volume.     Each   Profiles study  was  designed  to  provide 

•«•ary data on the structure and  performance  of an existing industrial   .stab- 

li.ha.nt  for a given accounting period.     The  identity of the establishments 

««• not r.v.al.d, but  an  indication was given  of the particular oountri.«  in 

lAich th.y ar. located.     The compiled data wer.  intended to  reflect  the  actual 

«•rforaanc. of .ach .stablishment,  and only a limited effort had been mmdm to 
iiormlii. th. observations. 

55.      With th. preparation of th.  third and fourth volu.es of th. sen..,  « 

••cond pha«. of th. project had begun, distinguish«! by c.rtain modification. 

with r..p.ct to both the scope of the data compiled and the methods of .electing 

th. ..tabliahments.     It was  recognized,   however,   that  the project as a whole wa. 

intended for gradual  evolution in a manner suitable to the needs of the user«. 

&      ;*;jr>PO'*d,Tir Profilw °f ^striai  Project  Impl.rn.ntat,on wa. dl- 
CUM#Vn onl* iwo «ta«.,, both plenary,  without th.  formation of a 
ÜTÍÜ  •uï~fouP-     "»• ««»s of th. participant,  in  the three sub-group. 
ar. indxeatwi in Section I  (paragraph. 19-21) of thi. r.port. 



56.     I» éi«m..iaf t*. Û20U!, the mr*iM party „pre,-d it. appreciation 
of th. work beir* carri«! out by UMIDO on  thi.  mi.B.     It wa. agreed that the 

precise .cope of future Profile, will depend largely on the outcome  of a care- 

ful  review (which   i8 currently being conducted)   of the   presently available col- 

lection.     The concensus was  that,  at  this   stage   of development,   the  most  impor- 

tant  function of  the Profits   is to   indicate  broadly  the range of actual   pro- 

duction possibilities   for thr   procès, structure   and performance  of establish- 

ment« engaged  in   specified activities.     Indications  such as  these  studies 

attempt  to  provide must,   of course,   be supplemented extensively  by  other type. 

of programming  information and  by additional   data  specifically  applicable  to 

the  preparation  of   individual    industrial   projects.     The  adaptation  of   the 

information provided   in   the  Pro fi lg,  to different   regional  and  national  con- 

ditions  is,   it was  agreed,  an   important problem;   possibly some  further  indica- 

tion might be given of  those elements that  might   be of most relevance   to the 

adaptive   interpretation  of the   information   from  the users'  standpoint. 

57.       The  usefulness of   the Profiles  for cross-sectoral   and cross-country 

analysis  of structural   and  functional   relationships  (by  means of mechanical 

or statistical   treatment)  «as  considered as  being of secondary   importance. 

The general   view was  that  such  a widening of  scope  could  not be  undertaken 

extensively  unie,,  accompanied   by a  significant  expansion   in  the coverage  (and 

cost)  of the primary   .nquirie,.     However,   it  was   pointed  out  that   the   u,ers  of 

these Profile, might  feel   free   to conduct  ad  hoc   analyses of the Profiles data 

in comparison Wlth   similarly aligned data on   industrial   establishment,   in their 

own countries and,   to  come extent,   m comparison  with the statistical   behaviour 

of industries as  revealed by  conventional   industrial  statistics.     In   the  former 

type of comparison,  which  can  be considered   as  their primary mode of  use,   the 

frofiUB might  provide  a  bench-mark  or reference   point,   facilitating  the die«- 

noetic evaluation  of individual   local   firms  or establishments,  as well   as of 

proposed project,,-/     m  terms of the latter type  of comparison,   it  was noted 

li/ This   task may   be   facilitated by adopting a ,et of more rigorous  criteria 

lust  onenoefeíh1Ün  °f."?"*<*" establishments,  "typical^howeverT ^ 
just  one of the poesible contexts of use,  and  perhaps on the basi« of «, 

2SlSatU'tìUt  ROmeWíat   81mPUfled th-^^^aÎnM       °J^ 
îor'ceÎÎ:in  Î:De

Pre^    ta?Pr0aCh "^  pr°Vlde ch^W -w mater"" 
b. in^ Ä^ch a sublcT^T^ ""^'i prOt0t•-.  *°uld — 
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th. PjofiU. th«^lr.B appeared to CMi „ intentlonftlly disconc 

lijht o„ the bMic  thesis of so-called  »programing norme«;   for the working 

purpooes connected with  industrial   programing,  how could one deal  with the 

delations of lnd,vldual  establishments  from a statistically   (OP aggregatively) 

Obtained expectation  except by discarding  the. as  rande error,.     Or  should  not 

•uch deviations,   which  may be of serious  concern  to  the business  practitioner 

be  treated .ore  explicitly  as an  important  object  of  study   for  the  purpose  of' 

realistic assessment  of  industrial   program*,inR norme? 

5«.       The  selection  of  the establishments   to  be   included   ln   the  Profiles war 

f «.rally considered   to  be of great  significance   for  the  uBef..lneni,  of the 

remits.     Many participants  felt  that   further efforts  should  be  mode  to extend 

th.  coverage, both on  an  industry-wide  basis and  from the geographical   8^nd. 

poxnt.     In the absence  of a statistical   indicator of representativeness,  an 

alternative basis  for  evaluation might  be  provided and  some  guidance given  to 

uaer. concerning  the   possible range of configurations  to  be   found   m  existing 
economic units. 

59.       However,   some participants emphasized more  strongly   the need  to  »deepen« 

th. content of the Profile,  in order to make them more serviceable to  its 

intended users.     Th.v  indicated that th. d.81red supplementary  material  should 
includ«: 

•c£níLTc!L  7 ì     ' "•nuf«c*u"« «d the major technical, 
S2SÎ  (ITt.r^ t rrir-*nt- for th< —facture of a similar 
proauct  (alternative technologie.,  economies of scale and   the  like): 

Sïîa! C°TrîtlV#  8UnBaiy  0f  °ther ^"labl.  profiles   in  a ' •iailar product group; 

(b)  LI"*!*  n?te  f0r **Ch 8a,BpU ••*»*>!lament,   indicating  its placa in 
2ì ìì£    SílX PartXCUlar COndltl°"8 or'difficulties  face'd «d 
tÄ. Uk.,   including an opinion of the editor as  to whether the  D».^ 

lmlTjrP:^wtrmd could be r-^ded as a --1 zv 
(0>

 Üt!aT1¡^ÍÍ0n 0f th\price -P*ct8.   **•*  i-,  the relationships of 

ft¡.r      thoM of c°^titiv-i-^-. «ci-iM ¿%L 

"^trial pro«re«-iiwj «aa «hat a aa«a«er would do, rather thaa «hat 
* *— *<*•.  i» the context of proridiw a *    *-*m*"'r *"•" mmt 

prodttots under consideration. 
»en facilit/ to produce the 
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(d)  Inclusion of data on capital.  output and employment in the first 
year of commercial  production for comparison with the data for the 
year of reference;  also,  description of the history of the perfor- 
mance and structural changes of the establishment  in past years; 

(•)  A better method of organizing the  information on major machinery 
and  equipment;   indication  of the  rated  capacities of major  items 
of equipment,   their positions  in  the  relevant  production  line  or 
process  shop,   their sources  of supply   (manufacturers and  countries) 
and the  like; 

(f) A formal reconciliation between the financial statements for the 
company or operating division and the estimates on physical pro- 
duction  relationships. 

60.       It  was  noted,   however,   that   the  marginal   costs  of increasing the   level 

of detail  and controlling the  compilation   to  ensure  even qualixies  for all 

canes  would  he  extremely  high.     In  fact,   the  existing form or dissemination  of 

the Profiles  has   been designed  so  as  to   leave  some  of the additional   tasks 

suggested  above   in   the  hands  of  their users.     In  this  sense,   the  Profiles,   as 

disseminated,   should  be  clearly distinguished  from  study  or survey  articles  on 

specifically  defined subjects.     Given   the  over-all   resource   limitations,   the 

critical  question  for UNIDO  is  whether  to  deepen  the  Profiles  at   the  expense 

of industry   coverage  or to widen  them at  the  expense  of depth of   technical 

detail.     It  was  felt   that   the  Profiles,   as   they  appear  in  the   twe  volumes  pub- 

lished   thuc   far,   may   reflect   the difficulty  of attempting to attain   these  two 

objectives  at   the  sare  time.     However,   it  was  also  noted  that   th«  new  Profiles 

questionnaire  is  already  providing a  considerably deeper  insight   into   the 

establishments  under study.     With further  improvement,   bearing in mind   th* 

desired  end-uses  and   their relative  priorities,   an aocepable point   for cost- 

benefit  balancing might   be attained. 

61.       As   regard*   the .afferent  types  of establishment  to be studied,   it  was 

pointed out   that   the  "establishment",   as a statistical unit,   is an organiza- 

tional  entity   that   has  a stable,   legally  recognized  existence at  a given  loca- 

tion.     However,   there   is  no exact  correspondence  between a given  establishment 

and either  the products  that   it  produces and utilizes  or the technical  process- 

ai,  that   it   encompasses.     One might  accord,   therefore,   differential   priorities 

to different   types  of establishment:     a single-plant  establishment  or  enter- 

prise,   a single-plant  branch establishment  of a multi-establishment  enterprise, 

and a multi-plant  establishment or enterprise.     Here again,   it was noted,   the 

approach of the current  Profiles has  been designed to provide materials  for 

two distinct   purposes: 

(a)     To guide general  economists a few steps   inside the conventional  «ta- 
ti.tical unit and its administrative records,  so as to »how them 
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more explicitly the  specific commodities and productive resourcee 
that the unit  is associated with;   and,  at the same  time, 

(b)   To guide  industrial   engineers a  few  steps outride   the  specific  tech 
nical   processing units,   no as  to  give  them an  insist   into  the way, 
m which   these   technical   units  are   administered   as   economia! ly 
sustained  establishments  or enterprises. 

The  latter role  of  the  Profiles  should  be considered no  less   important   than  the 

former,   because  the  rapid  evolution  of production   technology  and  ever-changing 

market  conditions  demand great  flexibility  in   the  managerial   policies  of an 

existing establishment.     Again,   from  the standpoint  of viability,   one of the 

most  relevant  aspects  of  projet  programming would be  the ability  of management 

to develop  flexible  product  assortments and,   in  some oases,   even  flexible  plant 

assortments.      Ft  was  thus  felt   that  one should   not   br. over-preoccupied with the 

need  for  immediate  comparability  among the cases   presented   in   the  Profile». 

although  this  preoccupation  is   legitimate,   but   that,   in extending  the  series, 

due attention  should  be  paid  to  the  possibility   of providing raw material, 

hitherto unavailable and  unexplored,   for studying the dynamics  or variability 

of techno-economic  entities  for  industrial development. 

62.       With  regard  to  the  new questionnaire,   several  participants  felt  that  it 

appeared  to  be  needlessly  elaborate,   and that   some  thought  might   be given  to 

reducing  its  scope.     In  this  connexion  it was  noted   that   the   information  re- 

quested   in  the   now questionnaire   i,   far more  detailed  than   tint   published   in 

the  first  two  volumes  of  the  Profiles   ( TD, -3ER.S/M  and   II, :;RN. *;>,).     Th., working 
party  indicated  that  there might   be  some redirection of emphasis   m   the   items 

of  information  so  as   to   improve   the usefulness   of  the final  results.     A number 

of specific  suggestions  for such modification  were made by  some  participants. 

It  was also  noted  that   the  concept,   classifications and  terminology   in   the 

questionnaire were not  always  fully  consistent  with the standards  of  the  United 

Nations  in  the  field  of  industrial   statistics.      It  was further  suggested  that 

the  special   technical   working  team  to be organized  in initiating the  second 

project  (Profiles  of Pre-investment   Industrial   Projects) should give due consid- 

eration to  those points,   so that  these  two Profiles series could  be developed 

in a mutually  complementary manner. 

63.       The working party stressed the  importance  of considering the project 

within the  context  of the  over-all  data requirements  for industrial   programmin?. 

With a forceful   emphasis  on specified needs of designated users   in structuring 

the studies,   augmented where Possible by means  of more pragmatic  procedures for 

extending the industry coverage,   the Profiles  could become even more valuable 
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programming aide.     To this end,  efforts should be made to oocure the 

co-operation of all agencies interested in the project,  either a. producer, or 

users of the data compiled.     These  should include all  agencies at  tho nation*!, 
sub-regional,   regional  and international   levels. 

Prof j] es  of Pre-investment   Industrial   Projects 

64.      The working party had before  it a brief description of this work propoo.1, 

including the draft  proposal,   submitted 1 June  1967 by the Economic Commeeion 

for Latin America,   the  Latin American   Institute  for Social  and Economic Planning 

and  the  Inter-American  Development   Hank  ( ID/WO. 2i/2).     The UNIDO  proposal  w 

presented as  an   integral  part  of  the  extended,   dual  approach  to  reference pro- 

gramming data  of  the  Profiles  type.     The  earlier proposal,   although a year and 

a half old,   had  not  been  followed up by any  practical  action,   so  the  working 
party had no  materni   or  study  to  demonstrate  the   intended  .cope  of  this new 

series  of Profiles.     However,   it  was   recognized   that  an  enormous  number of 

techno-economic   feasibility studies  on various  pre-investment   project   proposals, 

available   in   industrial  banks,   development  corporations,  governmental  agen- 

3,   international  organizations,   private consulting firms and  the   like which 

-e being generated every year,   could provide a great deal   of useful   referenc. 

vrogramming data,   if  properly  retrieved and analytically digested. 

65.       The proposal   was  considered  as   possibly   involving two sub-projects: 

(a) Development  of a continuously  up-dated  catalogue of relevant  pro- 
investment   studies;   and «v<*rn  pro 

(b) Compilation  of summary  data on  selected  studies  for a  reference 
programming data series  of the  Profiles  type. 

It  was agreed,   however,   that  the  omission of  the  first  sub-project  would not 

impair the practical   significance of  the second,   at   least at   its  outset,  and 

that,  moreover,   cataloguing,  as  such,   has already  become a popular subject for 

a number of organizations,  and this  should not  be considered as  the  primary 
function of the  proposal   in question. 

66.       It was  suggested  that  the main  objectives  of  the  Profiles  of Pre-invt, 
Industrial  Pro.iects  should be: 

- To provide an analytically digested summary of pre-investment   induo- 
tnal  studies,   with a view  to developing oommou guidelines  (or per- 
haps  even a standardized  format)  for the preparation and  the 
evaluation of such studies; 

- To develop sample terms of reference  for indu. Vial  projects,   with 
due regard to realistic estimations of costs,  .notification of DOM- 

Ind8thPrrk        nS °f fUtUre °Utput8'  en«in«Tin« and do.i«n .1 
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" L*ÎÎ^CÎ:Î\^."Tfo! COn8Íd;-d - 80Und Crit-- 'or .concie 
ÎTLi   ¡T?*   i     'n*i3rilB  for Pr°J^t  foraulation,   thus  providing prac- 
tical guidelines  for cost-benefit analysis,  as well   •  Z, 
of internal   rates of return; in*^3ia.  " «ell as  for as^essaent 

" ILÎT' ar   * "he,îk-li8t  of  valuation criteria  to  be  used  by  invMt 
•ont  decieion-aker.  for  evaluating  the  pro.,«,t   studies  of    *        ^ 
consultants; 

" ÎÎ'îJLV  i*'"  Píai,e'   When  pr°P^l-V  -o-ordinated  with   the  ProfiU. 
gf^factur.nf Establishment«,   to  provide an   tne^t   intoÍ7hTÍ*?k- 
ing linkage   between  the   te«hno-eoonomic  characteristic  ofindustrial 

in the r ?nViBWl in thP P- —t,n,ent Pta*e ,„d tho, e OÍ ^d 
in the actual operation of similar lndu.trial proje,:t,f hMp*

9PV<Kl 

thereby  t>   upgrade  project   preparation methodolo^s. 

ÍT.       So», participants  felt   that   the   transfer utiUt,  of   informati,n  untamed 

i» • «iven  pre-investment  project   report  would arise  primarily   i,  relation  to 

the  technological  data  n„  p„,Ea   ape-ifloations,   raw material  quaHf étions, 

Ohoic. of alternative   plant   sizes,   investment   costs,   production  -o,t,,   ckill 

r^uireaents and  the   like.     Others  wished  f,  fo,,,s  on   the  utUity   in   ter*, of 

t«oluu<Tu„R   of project   evaluation,   such as market  estimation,   estimation of 

"..Tat.« cost.»,   attribution  problems,   profitability  analysis,   coat-benefit 

a..e.s«ent,   evaluation   relative  to   the  national   development   programming plan, 

««  programing  for posible   implementation.     The summary  data,   m  Profile 

for.,  would  thus ..rv. a«  illustrative model oaae. for pr-inv.atn.ent  project 

•valuation.     Many  participant« were  of  the opinion,   h..w,.-nr,   that   to :hn.lo*ioal 

ai.pt.tion  and  monomio  evaluation  were  of e<ïual   in.pnrUr.-c  f,r  project  prepa- 

ration purpose*,   and   that   both should   be  acommoda ted  within  the   study. 

68.        It  was  recommended by  some member,   that   those  candidate  feasibility 

•tudi..  selected   for  the compilation  of  proves  aho,li  be  *ood  studies  rather 

XUn poor  ones.      It  wan   reasoned   that  a  balanced,   comprehensive and  thoroughly 

critical  evaluation  of  an  uninspired  project  proposal   „,.      r   be  ever more accept- 

a»l« than  an uninspired,   incomplete evaluation  of a .   ..-ieHigned  project.    An 

opportunity   to  compare  *ood  and p,„r studies mi*ht  po.c LÌily  add  to  the uifflifi. 

Oi»c« of the Profiles  as a teaching  instruí.     However,   it was  pointed out 

that  .election of candidate studies   should !<    ;arned out  carefully BO as to 

•laiaiie  the risk of misuse by non-expert   a.:er., 

69.       niere wab a coneen.ua  that this  proposal  could be developed  to meet a 

loaf-felt need of both users and producer, of industrial pre-investment 

•tudie.,  a.  8u,h it would be a highly regain« atte.pt,  particularly at a 
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tiae auch aa the present, when another, coapleaentary,  reference profreaaüaf 

data ««ries - Profiles of Manufacturing Establish—ntg - was reaching a poet- 

experimental  stage. 

70. rt was  recommended that  UNIDO continue to take  the  initiative in 

arrangine appropriate pilot work.    A  small  group of experts should be organised 

for this  purpose  to elaborate   the basic methodology and design detailed  forma 

for standardized  compilation. 

71. This  pilot   expert  group  should work   on materials   from more  or less 

readily available  sources;   for  example,   from organizations  such as  the 

International   Bank  for Reconstruction and   Development   (IBRD),   the   Inter- 

Aaerioan  Development  Bank  (IDP),   Fonds  Européen de  Développement   (FED),   the 

Organization   for Economic Cooperation and   Development   (OECD),   the   British 

Ministry  of  Overseas  Development,   the  Secrétariat  d'Etat  Chargé  de Coopération 

of the  French  Foreign Ministry,   the  Deutsche Entwicklungshilfe,   the United Stata« 

Agency  for   International   Development   (AID)  and  the  Swedish   International 

Development   Agency   (SIDA).     Wherever possible,   the archives  of private  consul- 

tant  organizations  should be  searched for similarly useful materials.     The 

first  sample   to  be  collected  should  consist  of no more  than  40  to  *)0 studies 

covering a maximum of a dozen  designated  types  of  industry.     The   types  of 

industry may  be selected  in an experimental way,  with emphasis  on  their respec- 

tive characteristics  in relation to  the developing countries,   such as: 

(a) Applicability  to  plants  of relatively small  size; 

(b) Orientation to  local  natural  resources; 

(c) Import   substitution; 

(d) Orientation  to export;   and 

(e) Capital   saving. 

Two or three cases  for each type of industry (for exemple, one froaj eaoa 

ragion)  should preferably  be   included. 

12.       It was agreed that  it  is  an important  first step to have a hoaogeneoua 

working group in  order to evolve a standard of evaluation that oan restructure 

the varying contents of individual project  reports into a coanon fraae of 

reference programing data.    The gradual extensions of this seriea ahould be 
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aamquately institutionalised  to warrant voluntary but w«ll co-ordinated 

Contributions fro« organisations that commission and evaluate  industrial pre- 

Urastaent  studies for developing countries.    Por  that  purpose,   the pilot 

working group mentioned above  should  be absorbed  into  the   international working 

p»rty as a  part  of  its  specialized  technical  component.     It was  anticipated 

that   the  subsequent  sessions  of the working party,   on  both the  country and   the 

sub-regional  levels,  would offer the  best  possibility  for establishing the 

practical   staffing arrangements  needed  for gradual   extension of  the  Profiles 

compilation.     It  was also suggested  that  these sessions could be  instrumental 

in accpairing sustained  financial  support  from United Nations  field operational 

fund«, which could be tapped by registering proper requests from govermwmtal 
authorities. 

Industry file system 

73.       This proposal, which had been tentatively termed the "Industry File 

Syatem",  represented an  idea that,  although still at a very early stage of 

exploration,  appeared  to stand  a good chance of being developed as a critical 

addition  to  industrial  programming tools  for the developing countries,  espe- 

Oially  for  groupe  of countries  with relatively strong potential   for  industrial 

co-operation.     In brief,   the  proposal  consisted of a data-bank   scheme  that 

would allow  the adaptive use  of continuously  up-dated   information of  the 

factory-directory  type,   including an  up-to-date  inventory  of  investment 

projects under consideration,   and  which might  serve  as  a  sensitive detector 

Of the trends of  industrial   development,   an aid  in market   identification and 

surveillance of project   implementation,  a tool   for   inter-industrial   program- 
ming and the like. 

74.       The  summary description of the concept given  in the Aide-Mémoire 

(ID/WG.23/1)  did  not seem to  clarify many points of the  proposal   to  the satis- 

faction of  the working party.     Some  participants  preferred  to  the proposed 

•yrtem a more general  filing system that would  include all   the  possibly useful 

item«  of information concerning  industrial  development.     One participant felt, 

although many did  not agree,   that the kind of information suggested  for the 

minimum system would normally be easily accessible afVr a few minutes,  or at 
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•*•*, a tm. hour,, of im^irj in any givn oouatry.    Still otar. nprM it 

•iaaly M » .poody, up-to-dat. proca..ing technique to be applied to the 

conventional   »nul   indu.trial  cen.u..     The varyxng interpretation, of the 

proposed simplified system,   a« voiced  by «any participants,   were themselv. 

indicative of  their different  backgrounds and different  interest.,  all  of 

which the   Industry File  System,   in   Us  proposed   form,   could  never  s.rv. 

equally well.     [t was finally agreed,   however,   that  the proposal  was intend.* 

to provide only a limited   portior  of  the entire  battery of instrument, 

required for   industrial   programming.     Although  there appeared to be no convr- 

gence of view* regarding the Preo1Be  scope of the   Industry File Sy.tem to be 

recommended,   there was a consensi« regarding the usefulness of a simplified 

data-bank approach to  industrial  programming  of which the version  presentad 

by  the   Industry P,le System could be  regarded as  a variant. 

7%       To  the  extent  that   they may help  to  identify the operational   potential, 

of a similar,   if not  identical,   propo.al,   several  key point, concerning the 

varying interpretations of  the original  propo.al,  a. rai.sd in th. oour.a of 
di.cu.sion,   are summarized   below. 

76.      The working party was of the opinion that a wll-concaivad work propoli 

in the  field of  industrial   programming data .hould ba .uch that it .hould, a. 

a first  priority,   be established and operated on  the national  level,  by and 

for the national  authorities.    Placing only secondary priority on the pot.n- 

tial  usefulne.s of  the system in a multinational  content immediately implied 

that  there could not  be a  single or unique minimum system that would be 

•qually u.eful   for a number of different countrie..     As against thi. vi.w, 

other, argued  that one should structure  the system  in term, of some »ab^iut. 

ainimum» without which no  sensible industrial  programming activiti.. would be 

po..ible,  and which should  be satisfied in every developing country.    In th. 

»•in of thi. latter approach,  the following li.t was .ugge.fd a. a point of 
departure for further possible elaborations: 

- What factone.  pre.ently exi.t in a given country? 

- Moer, are they  located? 

- Mhat .peci Tic product, do  they produce? 

"   ?Ìup^ym.nt)?h*y Pr°dUC* (output)» «V«" *"» ^f •*• **•* 

- Mat inv.stm.nt project, are bain« impleawwted or aro tola« 
oomaidered for implementation? mt** 
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Mtot products 
+m\ ejuaiitity? 

te be produoed wiir taeee »rojeóte and im 

-    «hen «id where are thoe. project,  .«pected to become operational? 

11.      The working party noted that  the catalog« of the  lata WBt.d above 

O—titute. nothing more than a current directory of existing faetones and 

noteworthy industrial   projects.     It was argued  that   the conventi,nal   national 

«tati.tieal  programmes   that exist   in most developing countries,  might   have, 

or be planner   to have  sooner or   later,  a acope  broader  than  that  offered  by 

•uch a directory and   thus render   the   Ir.duatry  File  S.v.ten:  redundant  in   some 

(if not all)  respects;   with fuller development  of national   statistical   system«, 

the  Induetry File System,   in  ,ts  minimum version,  would  perform no real   fune-  ' 

tion,   it was further argued.     Tn  reply  to this  view,   it was pointed out   that: 

- Owing to  the well-known  (and often  exaggerated)   rule  concerning 
the disclosure of bu.-úneue secrets,   the statistical   programme, ' 
in the conventional  sense,  reveals  neither the   identity of,   nór 
the specific  figures on,   individual   statistical   units,' thus 
ruling out   the use of  disaggregated   information at   the  factory 
1eve1; 

- In contrast, the extremely limited amount and clearly non- 
critical nature of information on individual factories and 
projects to be collected by the Industry File System would 
hopefully nullify any   feirs of disclosure; 

- ât present   no  attempt   is  being made   to  put   together  information 
on both existing  factories or establishments and  potential 
••tablishments or projects  under a  common  classification system} 

- A fully developed,   high'y computerized and  rapid  national  statis- 
tical  programme,  with meticulous and   flexible classification 
techniques,   would serve  the same purpose as a perfectly devel- 
oped  industry  file system;   however,   it  is  not  realistic to 
anticipate  the  development of such a Utopian mechanism in  the 
foreseeable   future for most of the de^elopim-    ountnes.JJ/ 

7*.       It was thus agreed  that the   Industry File Syr ».<-•,   ever,  in  its minimum 

We-ion,   is concerned with a grey  area of information,   the responsibility for 

»kich fall« between the current programmes of   several  existing agencies  - 

national  etatistical  offices,   industrial  PT camming offices,  development banks 

or corporations,   industry promotion bureaux,   and the like - all  of which are 

not usually well  co-ordinated,  especially with regard to the needed parellelisa 

12/    A citation  from a reoe-t periodical was given by a participant, 
indicating the def'i,•  encies  and delays oí   existing statistical 
programmes  in providing structural data,   even in highly industrialized 
countries such as  the United Kingdom:    "...  complete data on the 
Census of Production for 1963 are still  not available,  astonishing 
a* it aay •••m"  (Lloyds Bank Review, Oct.   I968). 
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of alignment of informilo« on industrial projects at the pra-inra«tm«nt, 

construction and po«t-inv««tm«nt phase«.    It MM likewise agreed that «ach 

developing country that decides to develop such a mechani.» should be urged 

to include in its own  file system a broader range of data than the buggested 

minimum,  in accordance with its own capacity and needs.     In extending the 

scope of the  Industry Pile System beyond the  suggested minimum,  however, 

efforts should be made to  identify types of information that are not duplica- 

tive of those provided by the programme of the national  statistical office. 

It was recommended,   rather,   that the  Industry Pile System be developed as a 

complement to the  latter and be particularly directed towards  facilitating 

necessary routine communication between different industrial   planning and 

development  institutions with regard to  the key data on  industrial establish- 
ments and projects. 

79.       As regards the usefulness of the proposed   Industry Pile System as a 

market  identifier,   it was pointed out  that  the  preliminary market estimations 

normally practised for pre-investment project  studies consist of no more than 

an extrapolation of commodity consumption  trends from conventional  statistics. 

All  too often such studies do little to  indicate how and where the necessary 

sales  efforts car» be  initiated vis-à-vis expected buyers of the given product«, 

nor do  they go on to  specify the necessary complementary measures to be pursued 

by other manufacturers and industry promotion agents who envisage expansion of 

capacity in potentially related fields.     The responsibility for such entrepre- 

neurial  efforts  is often treated as a residual,  which is  left entirely to the 

project manager at an  implementation phase.     A sound market  evaluation, 

including preliminary  field investigations of specific potential customers, 

would contribute to a timely decision on project financing and a proper tin« 

scheduling for project  implementation.    The  Industry Pile System,  even in it« 

minimum version, might prove a useful routine check-list for both those 

concerned with the preparation of feasibility studies and those charged to 

evaluate and follow up on these studies. 

80.       Many industrial  development projects in developing countries might b« 

characterized by relatively weak interiinkage within the manufacturing sector 

and relatively strong linkage between the manufacturing and the non- 

manufacturing sectors   (agriculture, mining,   construction,  transportation and 

al«o household consumers).    As a market-identifier system,  the Industry Fil« 

System might preferably be extended to cover,   in a comprehensive manner, the 

establishment, and projects in all economic sectors, rather than limiting it« 
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to th. mnfetoring -ctor. ObTiowly, thl. ig ottm  of th# mTkmhU 

«•y. in which an individu«! country», indu.try file sy.tem could b. .volved, 

wherever fea8ible. However, it wa. pointed out in thi. conne ion that 

practically two thirds of the entire 4-digit manufacturing industries (accord- 

in« to the United States Standard Industrial Classification System (SIC)) are 

known to produce commodities that are mainly consumed by other 4-dx^t manu- 

facturing industries.^/ The potential dynamism of the manufacturing sector, 

.upported by its within-sector interdependence, should not be overlooked, no' 

•latter if the starting base is small.  Such a base can already be fairly 

.ophisticated when considered in the context of sub-regional industrial 

oo-operation potential. 

81.  The distinction was made between what i. de.irable now but feasible 

only in the long run and what is immediately feasible but susceptible to 

gradual sophistication as the crucial factor for defining the approach rather 

than the concept to be approached.  It was recognized that the Industry Pile 

Sy.tem, in its minimum version, would require only a few items of data in 

addition to the normal industrial directory. Practically all of these addi- 

tional items are currently collected in one way nr another as industrial 

permits, licences, financial applications or censuses.  The ^ist of the pro- 

po.al was thus simply to combine these data m a well-established, standardized, 

routinized framework that would facilitate routine use,.  r>nce this was done, 

not only the sorting out of data on individual factories and projects but also 

a quasi-quantitative treatment by addition, subtraction, division and multi- 

plication of these data would become po.sible.  By these means, the proposed 

•y.tem could supply critical time-series data if only it were maintained by 

periodic up-dating. 

82.  There was nearly unanimous agreement that the proposed Industry Pile 

Sy.tem would be a useful instrument in the multinational context of industrial 

development programming.  In this form it could be visualized as a sort of 

long-range detection system for headquarters operations.  Its usefulness for 

a given country must be qualified by the realization that the minimum system 

i. designed to be used together with, and not instead of, conventional statis- 

tical and other data locally available, and that the strategically significant 

u.« would be more clearly felt after a few years' time-series data have been 

accumulated. 

14/ See "Recent trend, in the development of business data 
Ifeited State." (lD/WJ.23/3), P**e. 29-38 (kfcibit I). 

bank, in the 
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S3.      Ite «orkin* party thu. aa.erted that the appropriate .trategy for initi- 

ating an Indu.try Fil, Syst«, on a pilot bui. .hould be, a. a fir.t «tep,  to 

tailor a sample  file system with generalized p-iority-specified data input., 

collection methods,   and usee,  which would serve as a point of departure for 

the individual   file system to be  structured for a given  country.    With a view 

to making it   immediately operational,   its application may be  focussed  for th. 

moment on the developing countries where  industry  is  still   in a relatively 

•arly stage and where the existing statistical  apparatus  is relatively rudi- 

mentary.    The  possibility of consolidated application of comparable systems 

to different  countries for their  common  interests  should receive  proper 
attention wherever desired. 

84.      Some participants expressed  their interest   in   initiating pilot  project, 

in their own  countries and organizations along the above general  guide-line. 

It was anticipated  that the subsecpient sessions of  the working party would 

afford further deliberation for the   Industry File System approach at a techni- 

cally advanced  level,  with a view to providing direct  assistance to the 

countries or  institutions  interested  in such undertakings. 

Time Profiles of   Industrial  Project   Implementation 

85.      This proposal,  as submitted  to the first session, repre.ented a particu- 

lar approach being  followed by one of the continuing UNIDO re.earch project.. 

The working party had before it,   in addition to  the general de.cnption in 

Annex IV of the Aide-Mémoire  (ID/WG.23/1,  pp.   30-32),   two  internal  working 

papers describing this particular  UNIDO project:     »Brief note on Time Profile, 

of Industrial  Project  Implementation» and »Design of an empirical  study of 

problems in implementing industrial   projects in developing countries".     The 

first of these  explained the background of the project and its main objective., 

namely,  to provide reference parameters  for project  scheduling and to dissemi- 

nate information on actual  implementation delays and their cost  implication, 

in the  form of a case-study series.     The second document  indicated the partic- 

ular design of the format  being used for the compilation of data on a pilot 
•oale. 

86.       It was agreed  that  the implementation phase of  industrial project, i. 

of crucial importance for the developing countries,  and that development 

re.ources at that stage,  despite their scarcity,  tend to be underutilised and 

»«.ted due to poor project programming and delays in execution.    It wa. 

•dmtted as well  that thi. problem area is itself lacking in well-framed 
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iafer.etional co-ordinate.,  and that, accordingly, th# lBfo|mtion ^ vmriou- 

*.l«y.,  difficulties and waste, encountered in the project i-pi untati on 

P*~. i. usually avaxlable   iB no more  than an anecdotal   fa.hxon.     There wa. 

thu. a consensus  that   xndustrxal   programing data should  be developed with 

full  cognxsance  of  the  time  aspects of  the actxvxtxes  connected  with the 

preparation and  execution  of  industrial   development  projects. 

«7.       After havxng be.n  briefed on the exact scope and  format of this contin- 

uili« UNIDO study,   some participants  felt   that  the definition of project 

implementatxon,   if  limited  only  to  those  activities  undertaken after a given 

project  ha.  been approved  and   resources  committed  to   ,t,   might   leave out  some 

of the  critically  important   problems of  project   implementation.     m   this 

connexion,   it  was  pointed  out   that  delay«   in  the  pr-investment  decxsx.n- 

~king process  are  indeed  an   xmportant   xssue  for  project   programming  xn 

general,   but  that  the real   cost  (opportunity cost as well  as direct  project 

co.t)  of delays  would  arise  only after  the  licence  had   been „ven and  fund, 

committed;   the   implementation  phase,  as  distinguished   from the  preparation 

phase,   might   thus  be considered as relating to actual   projects  xn  that sen.,. 

Hhile admitting thxs point,   however,   some  participants  voiced  the  view that 

the suggested demarcation line  xtself called for careful   treatment and might 

Ten prove  to  be an area in which key factors for implementation delay, tended 
to cluster. 

SS.       In many instances,   investment decision, are not made on . one-time basis 

but are phased over a period of time in relation to annual budgeting procedures. 

The reversal  or delay of a one-time (formal  or informal)  deci.ion as  to the 

«tent and   timing of actual   commitment,   often attributed   to unforeseen circum- 

stances or  forced  by some socio-political   disturbances,   -an  be a serious  factor 

for delayed  project  implementation.    Also,   a decision  *,, ,e by an  investor may 

not necessarily  be supported   by  the concurrent  decisions  needed on  the  part 

of an industrial   licensing bureau,   import   licking bureau,   legislative  bodies 

for industrial   policies,   or  the  like.    Thxs    .ggests not only the need for a 

sufficiently sophisticated scheme for delimiting the  implementation phase of 

an industrial   project,   but also  the complex of  interactions between within- 

project and without-project  activities,   which probably constitutes  the core 

area of the  problem of project   implementation,  most  partxexpants asserted. 

Therefore,   in seeking the necessary xnformation on the subject,   contact should 

be aade not only with the particular company managing a given plant but aleo 
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with th. development b«ik or corporation,  the licensing bureau, or the like 

which took part »ore or le.« directly in the procès, of it. implementation. 

89.       The design of a study i. immediately associated with the expected  type 

of  its user.     One  of  the questione  raised  in  this connexion  was:     Is   the 

study  intended  primarily to educate  the  people who  engage   in  project   program- 

ming at  pre-investment  phase*, or  those who are  responsible  for managing the 

con.truction and  capacity build-up  phases  of  industrial   projects?    Some  par- 

ticipants maintained   that,   for  people of  the  project-manager  type,   major 

problems and difficulties would  be quite specific,   calling  for such ad hoc 

tactical  solutions   that  the  experience  to  be gained  on  the   job and  the 

personal  ability  to   live  through a given  socio-political  milieu would  bear 

far more directly  upon  theLr success  than general  knowledge  of likely  trouble 

•pots  in project   implementation.     A  case study  such as   the  one  initiated  by 

UNIDO might  better  contribute  to   the general  understanding of  the  problems  of 

industrial  development  machinery   in  general   if  it were   to  address  itself to 

those who are  responsible for  institutional   improvements  in the procedures of 

industrial  programming and project  execution.     There was no general  agreement 
on this  point,   however. 

90.        It was  also  noted  that   better  knowledge of typical   project delays  and 

investment gestation   periods   in  the  developing countries  would contribute  to 

the  technique of  financial   planning on  the  part  of development  banks and 

corporations.     Por  example,   the   larger the opportunity  cost  of an investment 

expenditure,   the earlier it  is effected relative to the date of final   comple- 

tion of a given  entire  project.     Knowing that  certain  types  of delay are 

normal  events   in a given country or region,   financiers  could attempt  to have 

an otherwise too-optimistic  implementation schedule adjusted   in such a way 

that  relatively  heavy  expenditures  are made as  late as   feasible within  the 

implementation period.     The working party thus noted the  importance of 

studying the  implications of the  time  phasing of  investment  expenditure,  for 

a capital  budgeting  technique suitable to the conditions  prevailing in devel- 
oping countries. 

91.       In recaoitulation,   it was agreed that the Ti»e Profile, of Indmtrlml 

Project   Implementation,   m the  form  proposed,  could be supported Mini* for 
the  two  following purposes: 

-    To suggest,   by way of comparison, how certain project delar. 
and excess costs «light be avoided; and 
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-    Ito aid in framing more realistic estimates regarding construe• 

AG? "d rUnn;TÌn PerÌOdS'  -^^"/invesLnr olst    °n' 
particularly m capital-intensive projects,  and regarding various 
time factors  to be considered in the  preparation aíd évalua"• 
of industrial  investment projects. 

92. It was noted that the current UNIDO study was the first pilot attempt, 

proposing to cover no more than about 100 selected cases.  In the future, 

when a greater number of countries and institutions have been invited to' 

participate in a similar line of data-piling activity, this pilot attempt may 

provide a useful stepping-stone. Out of this first study, more elaborate, 

adequately absorptive forms may be developed. 

93.  As regards the sampling of the cases to be studied, some participants 

felt that the possible transfer utility of the lessons to be learned from a 

typical case in a given region of developing countries vis-à-vis problems 

typical of other regions might be dubious in many respects. The utility of 

the cases studied in a given country or region would be more obvious to those 

who are concerned with project programming and implementation in the same 

country or region.  Some participants did not share this view but maintained 

that a comparison between the performances of industrially developed and 

developing countries in project implementation could be the heart of the pro- 

posed case studies.  The types of industry to be studied should also be 

established selectively, with a view to facilitating comparative assessment 

of the cases concerning similar types and sizes of projects, as well as to 

illustratine a given set of well-defined problems, rather than relying on 

broad random sampling for these purposes. 

94.  In the hope of achieving further progress in the basic framework of 

•tudy on this subject, a number of participants expressed their desire to 

obtain assistance in initiating and guiding related practical studies on the 

problem of project implementation in their own areas.  It was agreed that 

UMIDO should continue to take the initiative in exploring the possibilities 

in that direction, and that the subsequent sessions of the working party would 

giv  further consideration to this problem area. 
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CHAPTER ITI OPERATIONAL SIDELINES FOR THE WORJCTNO PAPTY 

95.  It was agreed that the working party should adopt an organizational 

structure and modus operandi somewhat different from those of the usual ad hoc 

working group, expert group, seminar or other such conventional forums.  In 

drawing up the first nucleus of the working party, it war. en.phar.ized that the 

candidates for membership were in a position either to carry out, commission 

or assist m formulating projects for improved data systems for industrial 

Planning and programming m their own countries or organizations.  Those who 

join the party at future working sessions will be similarly qualified individ- 

uals.  Thus, the working party as a whole oan be sustained on the bans of a 

series of forums that will permit each participant to find ways and means of 

co-ordinating his own activities with those of others, as well as for the 

exchange of advice, the assignment of technical matters requiring specialized 

experience and, wherever desirable, a degree of multinational standardization. 

96.  The deliberations of the working party on the over-all problem area, on 

the related concerns of individual participants and on the specific work pro- 

posals summarized in the preceding sections were considered as sufficiently 

indicative of its domain of expertise. The concluding phases of the debates 

on the specific projects were particularly suggestive as to the dynamic atti- 

tudes to be taken towards the major problem area and to the necessity for 

developing a task-force type of machinery for field-bound approaches.  rt was 

recognized that emphasis should be laid more on what the working party would 

actually help to accomplish in concrete terms in the individual countries or 

organizations from which its participants were drawn than on what it could 

recommend in matters of a general, theoretical nature. The real test of its 

effectiveness will therefore be how the subsequent sessions of the working 

party are to be prepared and conducted, and in what way the outputs will be 

developed in the participating countries and organizations, which in turn con- 

tribute to the staffing and the cap;bilities of the working party itself. Thi. 

is not meant to claim a degree of autonomy and exclusiveness in this body, but 

rather to emphasize the need for an actively field-bound approach, which is 

often missing in the conventional arrangements for international seminars, 

expert group meetings and the like. 

97.  The general principles used to describe and haracterize the working 

party, as expressed by such terms as "reciprocity", "dynamism", and "continu- 

ity", are perhaps best illustrated by the specific recommendations given toy the 

first session with reference to the spécifie projects before it. 
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n.      For «mpl«,   the i.plied strategy for further development  of the 

Profilée of Manufacturing Establishments wasi 

- The working agencies,   experts  and  technicians  in  the developing 
countries,   as   the  primary user«    >f  this reference  data seriesfare 
to  continue   to guide UNIDO  in   the  development  of  the  Profilée  bv 
among other  things,   registering  their revest, and  suggestions con- 
cernine  the  specif i:   types  of   industry  and estab - Lähment  and   the 
particular   type,:   of   lata   that   are  of   immediate   intere:-»   to   them; 

- Ae  potential   supplier;:  of  the  data,   they  should   pr-.niot,   ^ri »du- 

ÍÍTmr^°f  BXltltin^  ^^rial   estabi ishments,   takn,, advantage of 
the UNIDO-generated stock  of  reference  programming  d,tt  for    ompura- 
tive assessment,   and  - mtrol 1 ing,   wherever  possible,    »he   injury 
•ethods   to   be  applied   in   such   trouble-shooting stodies.     <'„,„  a  pro 
oedure  suggests  one ma nr variant    >f  the w;iy   in  »hi -h   the <.'Mw 

rr°files   ;'prit,r  wni^  l'e  deepened   in  a usor-oru.Ti t ed   manner» 

- Having due   regard   to  the  ways   m which  the need;-   and    -r» ribution^ 
of  the  users  will  evolve   in  the  developing countries,   -MIX»,   m 
co-operation  with   the   regional   economic  oommissions   and   'mam, 
should   continue  to   improve  the   scope and mot hod     f   this     one-'and 
to  provide  supplementary  caneo   for  better    ompans.-ns    ,nd diagnostic 
•valuation.     A»  for  the  business  ,-,,mmuni t íes   m  dove, tope)  countries 
which  are   ín-ited   to  provide  reference  inf-rmation  as   needed,   an       ' 
appropriate  measure  should  be  taken   to  let  the  Profiler   series nerve 
wherever agreeable,   as an  extra  •• hanne 1  of -ommun i ;ation  between  the' 
developed  and   the  developing   -ountnes   that,  r,.v   -nhar,. o   the   possibil- 
ities  for ad   hoc  bilateral  co-operation; 

- The  participating organizations,   both  international   and  national, 
would do  well   to make  use  of  these  reference establishment  data for 
their own   operational   needs,   in  particular  to /ain   further  insight 
into   the  real   problems  and   issues  of  industrial   development   ,n the 
developing countries. 

"'      Por the  Profiles   of Pre-investment   Industrial Projects  and   the Time 

ErofUes of   Industrial   Project   implementation,   a similar policy will   be 

applied  to   the   Long-term, 'sustained  extension  of the coverage,   once the  pilot 

work  to  provide   the  method and  examples  to  be  followed been  concluded. 

The  Industry   Kile   System,   or at   least  the key aspe'- the   approach  implied 

by this proposal,   will   receive  the continued attenti..r    >f the working party 

at  its  eubaequent   sessions,   taking into accou    ,   the need  for  a  flexible  fraae- 

woric that would  be adaptable to  individual       untriee and  institutions.     Fur- 

thermore,   it  was  agreed  that   the working      irty   should focus   its  attention on 

a far larger area than  just  that  implied  by  the  four HNIDO-initiated  projects. 

The working party  should thus  operate essentially   ., ; an inter-organizational 

task force capable of responding,  at   the working level,   to  the  specific pro- 

fraawing data problems  encountered  in individual participating countries or 

raffion«. 
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100. It MM indicated that the sugge ated operational awthodology of tha work- 

iaf P*rty could,   in reality, be teated only through its auhaequant ••••ions, 

teiere the main agenda would be focused upon specific work proposals to be car- 

ried out   in  the  individual  countries or groups  of countries  to be covered by 

the respective sessions.     The participants would be urged  to   initiate appro- 

priate field  Studien  prior to  those sessions,   in a more  intensive and self- 

directed manner  than was  the  case  with  the  first  session.     It  was agreed  that 

another session on  the interregional   level  should be convened no earlier than 

in  1970,   and  only after the machinery  for it  had been properly set up at three 

or «ore sub-regional   sessions. 

101. With  regard  to  the structure of  future  sessions  of  the  full  working party 

and of the  regional  and/or nub-regional   sub-parties,  general  consent  was given 

to the following proposal:     that   the participation  m each of  the subsequent 

sessions will   be structured   in a manner more or  less similar to  that  of the 

first session;   that   is,  at  each session  the working party will   have  three basic 

components:     (a)  United Nations  organizations,   (b) national  and/or sub-regional 

institutions,   and (c) consultant  organizations and private  research groups. 

The original   nucleus  of the working party,   as  constituted  in  the  first  session, 

would send some  of its members  to each  later session,   selectively,   in accor- 

dance with  the  specific agenda,   thereby  effecting the principle  of continuity 

and cumulation  of experience,   which  is   pivotal   to  the working  party  concept. 

However,   subsequent  sessions  should be open to  participants  from new institu- 

tions and countries,   which would  be free  to -noose between an ad hoc,   once- 

only role and a sustained share   in  the continuing task  force responsibility. 

Thus,   the  working party  is   to be  structured with due emphasis  on  flexibility 

and expansibility.    This approach suggests the possiblity of gradually devel- 

oping regional   and/or sub-regional  sub-parties which,   it   is hoped,   the relevant 

regional  commissions and sub-regional  organizations will wish  to  take the 

initiative   in organizing,     the next interregional  session,   which  is  to be held 

only after the  preliminary organizational work has been done,  will serve aa a 

forua for synthetic assessaMint and co-ordination of the activitiaa of tha 
aub-parties. 

102.    The above guidelinea,  proaiaing aa they ara, auat ba buttraaaad by cara- 

ful planning and execution of the country and/or aub-regional aeaaiona in tha 

next one or two years.    While three Buch sessions,  poaaibly one in each of tha 

•ajor developing regions, were proposed aa a target for tha yaar 1969,  tha 

details regarding thair location«,  participante, and agenda bava bean carried 
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•W M unfinished business to be completed by all   th« participants   in  the 

first «cesión.    Th« continued initiative of UMIDO was revested  to guide  the 

post-session follow-up toward this end. 
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Ann«! 1 

PESTICI PINTS AMP OBSERVERS 

A. qovemufntal  and   mter-gov »rntient . 1   organ i .-• ,t i ons  (in alphabetical   order) 

Mr.   R.   Flores-Cena,   Chief,   Depart unen to de  |'ro,rr «ni.uin  y   Desarrolla   Industrial 
jonsejo   Mammal   .Je  PI mi fi<- ,•, V,   y   :,rd , n ,• ,. u.   Koonomio'a,   Caaa   Pre, < dene , , i ,'    ' 
Jin  3ilv.-i.ior,   K!   Stlvador 

Mr.   P.   Joe-Adi.-we,   Treasurer,   R.,t5t   Afri.- .ri   '»eve 1 u-mer.„   .  mk,   K.u-,P,I,,   il,:tlll|, 

Mr.   Lee   Jon* Ki,   Feder; 1   Ind »,-t ri al   Deve1-pmenr   Authority   i.FII>A),   Ku.il:i   Lumpur 
Malaysia ' 

Mr.   P.   F.   M.   McLoughlin,   Director,   Economic   DivLnmn,   Rmt   ffri.v.ri   Development 
Bark,   ¡llanda 

Mr.   D.   Mwirari >,  Secretary,   Common Market  and  fononi LO Affaire,   K...;t   African 
Community,   Arusha,  Tanzani a 

Mr.   A.   3.   Shaheen,  Cenerai   Director,   Bureau of Statistics,  Ministry  of Bconoity. 
Tehran,    Í ran ^' 

B. Non-governmental organizations 

Mr.   F.   E.   K.   Britton,   Managing Director,  BcoPlan  International,   Rome,   Italy 

Mr.   R.   Ernst,   Wirtschaft,   Infrastruktur  und Planung  'VU'),   Mumoh,   Federal 
Republic   of   Jermany 

Mr.   R.   K. immer,   Manafiny  Director,   Wirtschaft,    Infrastruktur and   Planung  (WTP), 
Munich,   Federal   RepuM i •   of  Cerniany 

Mr.   J.   Hitter,   President,   PI anun^n^ruppe  Hitter,   Könu';-.  o i n   IT  fa.inn:;,   Federal 
Republ i <*•   of Cermany 

Mr.   0.   Specht,   'levi,   Macro-economies  and  Regional   Planning  Di union,   Battelle- 
Institute,   Frankfurt   am Mam,   Federal   Republic   of Germany 

Mr.   R.   B.   Stobaueh,   Lecturer,   Graduate School   of  Business  Administration, 
Harvard   University,   Boston,   M  .;s. ,   U3A 

Mr.   B.   Stokke,   International   Economist,  Stanford  Resear-   institute,  Menlo Park. 
Calif.,   !F3A ' 

Mr.   K.   Zeitler,   Planungsgruppe  Ritter,  Königstein   i:n   laaitus,   Federai  Republic 
of Germany 

C,    United Nations organizations 

Department   of Economic   ¡,nd  Social Affairs 

Mr.  W.  Murray*  Chief,   Industrial  Statistics,   Statistical  Office,   New York, M.Y., 

Economic   Commission  for Africa  (BOA) 

Mr.  J.   Lewis,  Ssnior Industri il   Economist,   Industry and Housing Division, 
Addis Ababa,  Ethiopia 

1 
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Hr.  J. Spijkeraan,  Industrial  Statistici Section, Research and Statistics 
Division, Addis Ababa,  Ethiopia 

Economic  Commission  for Asia and  Lhe Far East   (ECAFE) 

Mr.   T.   Wang,   Chief,   Industrial   Studies Section,   Diviaion of  Industry and Natural 
Resources,   Bangkok,  Thailand 

Mr.   H.  Koesoemo,   Industrial   Research  and  Standardization Section,   Division  of 
Industry  and  Natural   Resources,   Bangkok,   Thailand 

Economic  Commi -sinn  for Europe (EOE) 

Mr.   J.   Ligthart,   Industry  Division,   Economic  Commission  for Europs  (ECl)t 

Geneva,  Switzerland 

Economic  Commission  f >r Latin  America  (SCLA) 

Mr.   K.  Vyasulu,   Fiel.i  Adviser  ('^IDO)   for  the  Central   American Region, Me»ieo 6, 
D.F., Mexico 

International   Bank   for' lie constru c t ion   and  Development  (IBRD) 

Mr.   B.   Walstedt,   Economics   Departme1:'.,   Washingt *n,   Ü. -.,   USA 

United  Nations   Economic    md Social   Office   m   Beirut   (UNEjjOlQ 

Mr.   3,   Jowhari,   Boonom i oc  Section,   Beirut,   LeBunon 

United  Nations   Industrial   Development   Organization  (UMIDO) 

Mr.   P.   Le   lity,   Director,   Industrial   Policies  and Programming Division,  Vienna, 
Austria 

Mr.   E.   Salamon,    Duef,   Industrial   Programming Section,   Industrial   Policies  and 
Programming  Division,   Vienna,   Austria 

Other !>ffi -ere in charge: Mecsrs. M. M.-ui, M. Hamdy and 0. Neudorfer, Indus- 
trial Programming Section, Industrial Policies and 
Programming Division,   Vienna,   Austria 

D.     Observers 

Mr.   fi.   Kuihavy,   Director,   Institute   for  International Marketing,   Hochschule flir 
3o/. i.ai-   md  Wirtschaftswissenschaften,   Linz,  Austria 

Messrs.   C.   Pesta,   (Ï.   Herget,   J.   Richter and K.   Teufelsbauer,  Austrian Chamber 
of Commerce,  Vienna,  Austria 
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Liar or WOMCING DOCUMENTS 

IB^W.23/I Aida-Mémoire:     purpose,  scope,   operational  framework and 
provisional  agenda  (in English,   French and Spanish) 

ID^IG.23/2 Proposal   for a  study  on capital   coefficients  and other 
relations  of  interest,   in  industrial  sectors 

ID/WG.23/^ Recent   trends   in  the   development   of business   data  banks 
in  the  T'nited States 

IX>/WG.?}/4 Data requirements  for  industry  analysis  and  programming 

ID/WG.23/5 Schedule  of work  (provisional) 

ID/VG.23/6 Standard  questionnaire   form   for  the  compilation of 
primary  information  for Profiles  of '"anufaoturi n¿ 
Eetablishments 

ID/WG.22/?7 UNIDO'S   proposed  system  for matching  industrial 
opportunities with  available   financia!   and   technical 
resources 

In addition  to   the  above,  Profiles  of Manufacturing Establishments 
tolmee   Í  and II   (lD/SER.E/4  and  ID/SER.E/r,)  have   U^n made  available 
to the participante. 

Tha following papere were  distributed  for in-sessional  use only: 

- "Predicting best with  imperfect   data"  (William Alonso) 

- "Design of an  empirical   study of problems   in  implementing 
industrial  projects  in developing countries" 
(Maurice  D.  Kilbridge and Robert   B.  Gtobaugh) 

- "Preliminary comments  received  through correspondence" 
(UNIDO) 

- "Notée on  the activities of the  East African  Development 
Bank"  (Peter V.   M.  McLoughlin) 

- "Resource  data bases  and their uses"  (H.  K.   Laurino) 

- "Programming data for industrial  entrepreneurs:    a personal 
note"  (J.   E.   Stepanek) 

- "Proposal   for an analytical   digest  of 1'rofiles  of 
Manufacturing Establishments.  Vol.   1"  (H.  Mi 1lendorfer) 

- "Prediction with  imperfect  data"  (R.  Ernst) 

- "Statement  by Mr.  .T.   Ritter and Mr.  K.   M.   Zeitler, 
Planungsgruppe  Ritter,  Konigstein/TS,   Federal  Republic 
of Germany" 

- "The need for an industrial   information service in 
II Salvador"  (R.  Flores-Cena) 
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indue trial drwlojmnt  syataa" (ft.  Ïlorea-C«»») 
together with FIGURES 1-5 pertaining to thrr paper 

"Identifying suitable industries  in West Malaysia 
uain¿ the  factor endowment  approach"  (lee   Tong Ki) 

"Brief note on Time Profiles of Industrial  Project 
I»pl«tentation"  (UNIDO) 
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